COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE
TRANSPORTATION AND
LAND MANAGEMENT AGENCY
Transportation Department

ADDENDUM NUMBER 1
Dated May 1, 2017

to the
Specifications and Contract Documents
for the construction of

Troth Street
Sidewalk Improvement Project
58th Street to Jurupa Road
City of Jurupa Valley
Project No. C5-0082

Bids Due: Wednesday, May 3, 2017; 2:00 p.m.
14th Street Transportation Annex
3525 14th Street; Riverside, CA 92501
(951) 955-6780

This Addendum is issued pursuant to the Instructions to Bidders, Item No. 8, of the Contract Documents for the reference project. This Addendum is issued as a supplement to the specification and special provisions for the referenced project. The revisions to the specifications shall become a part of the Contract Documents, and each bidder shall acknowledge receipt thereof on the Bid (Proposal). Bidders are directed to sign this addendum as acknowledged, and attach the signed addendum to the contractor’s submitted proposal.

Note: During the advertisement period of this project, this document and attachments (if any) are available upon request at the office of the Transportation Department, and are available as a free download at the Transportation Department’s website:

http://rctlma.org/trans/Contractors-Corner/Notices-Inviting-Bids

MODIFICATIONS / CLARIFICATIONS TO THE SPECIAL PROVISIONS


• Delete the following sentence on page 42 of the Special Provisions:

Traffic stripes and pavement markings shall be removed as shown on the plans.

Patricia Romo, P.E.
Assistant Director of Transportation

Juan C. Perez, P.E., T.E.
Director of Transportation and Land Management
• The following special provision is added and made part herby:

All existing centerline striping (approximately 3,500 linear feet) and pavement markings (approximately 1,700 square feet) on Troth Street between and at the project limits of 58th Street and Jurupa Road shall be removed, including intersection markings outside of any removal areas; markings consist of 19 STOP, 5 AHEAD, and 2 SCHOOL legends as well as 280 square feet of stop bars and crosswalks.

Payment for the removal of existing striping and markings located inside the limits of asphalt removal sections, shall be considered as included in the contract prices paid for Roadway Excavation and Cold Plane Asphalt Concrete Pavement.

• Replace the Method of Payment paragraph with the following paragraph:

Method of Payment
The price paid per lump sum for Remove Traffic Stripe and Pavement Marking shall include full compensation for furnishing all labor materials, tools, equipment and incidentals as specified in the Standard Specifications and these Special Provisions, and as directed by the Engineer, and no additional compensation will be allowed therefor.
This addendum has been prepared under the direction of the following registered Civil Engineer(s):

Alfredo Martinez, PE

Concurrence:

Khalid Nasim, PE
Engineering Division Manager

Acknowledged: ___________________________ Date: __________________
(Contractor)

Note. Refer to Instruction to Bidders Item No. 8, "Addenda". Submission of all addendum pages and non-bidding document attachments of addendum are not necessary for Bid submittal. Submittal of this acknowledgement page is adequate for Bid reception. Bidders are reminded to list addendum number(s) received on the first page of the Bid form (Proposal).